Communicative floor mats
Eder Werbematten GmbH

In demanding markets, companies have to select a clear strategy
if they are to enjoy sustained success. All activities must be subordinate to this strategy – even the use of technology. An Austrian
specialist for logo floor mats and hire mats backs customer satisfaction without compromise, and uses radio frequency identification (RFID) to achieve this aim.

Floor mats can be an innovative and
fashionable product – at least when they
come from Eder Werbematten GmbH
located in Luftenberg near Linz, Austria.
The company specializes in mat solutions
with a replacement and cleaning service,
and is Austria's market leader in this area.
The company pursues a consistent quality
philosophy, backs its location in Austria,
and is a ground-breaker with individuallized consulting and support, designoriented products and innovative hightech solutions. There is scarcely a custommer desire that the floor mat specialists at
Eder don't make real: from specific logos,
texts or pictures, through design variants,
up to special shapes.
Always the right mat
But as well as stylish products, it's Eder's
high service quality that makes it the market leader. Not only do customers buy or
hire the floor mats, they also commission
Eder with the regular maintenance of the
mats, including collection/delivery, cleaning, inspecting and laying on-site.

SIMATIC Ident

There are always two mats per location
in use here: If a mat is collected by customer service, the employee always has
a second, exactly matching mat for replacement. This guarantees that customers always have "their" mats available.
To guarantee optimal maintenance and
fault-free delivery logistics for its custommers, Eder has decided in favor of RFID as
the base technology in its highly-modern
cleaning and logistics center in Luftenberg
near Linz. The RFID transponders are integrated into every floor mat at Eder to
enable the manufacture of customized
individual pieces from what appears to be
a mass-produced item, even with regard
to information processing. A number is
stored in the transponders, enabling
unique identification of every mat. During
cleaning, the specific properties of every
article can be called up via the installed
database system to guarantee ideal maintenance for the high-function special fibers
and to optimize the use of resources
(water, detergent, energy).

Communicative floor mats

Bei der Kommissionierung im Zwischenlager
werden die mobilen RFID-Lesegeräte Simatic
RF610M von Siemens eingesetzt.

Eder advertising mats are equipped with RFID chips
for optimizing maintenance and logistics.

Auch die manuellen Bearbeitungsplätze sind
vollständig mit RFID-Antennen vom Typ Simatic
RF600 ausgerüstet.

In the IT management system the position of every
floor mat can be called up at any time.

Eder uses RFID to control the logistics too.
A fully automatic refresh center ensures
that the right floor mat is always delivered
to the customer. Instead of transponders
integrated into the mats, RFID chips are
used here in the carrying brackets. These
can be detected more easily via the permanently installed readers; the identification numbers of the mat and the bracket
are assigned in the database. Seamless
recording makes it possible to call up the
position of any floor mat in the store and
to selectively prepare the desired mats for
shipping.
Errors are out of the question
Eder has selected the Moby D product
family from Siemens as the RFID system.
The components work on the globally
standardized frequency of 13.56 MHz and
are largely impervious to ambient interference – one reason for the high reliability of the Siemens system. The range
of just a few centimeters, unfavorable in
other cases, has proved to be of advantage
in warehouse operation: Reading errors
due to overranges are practically out of
the question. An important benefit of
Moby D was also its simple integration
into the existing Simatic automation
architecture. ASM475 interface modules
are used to connect the RFID components
to Simatic ET200M controllers that in turn
forward their information to an S7-400
controller as the host computer.

The right Step
The design of the automation and RFID
solution and its integration on-site was
handled by the Austrian automation
specialist ISW Industriesoftware. As an
RFID Solution Partner of Siemens, this
company has been specially trained in the
RFID components. "Thanks to the knowhow of ISW, it was possible to commission
the RFID solution in the minimum of time",
says engineer Thomas Zeininger, Senior
Director at Eder Werbematten. Right from
the start, there have never been any
doubts about the prospects for success of
RFID. "It was clear to us that we could only
offer our high service quality without
errors and at a low cost with RFID ", says
Zeininger. "From that point of view, we
could see no alternative to this technology
that represents an important component
in implementing our corporate strategy".
Eder still has no regrets about the step
because RFID works with maximum reliability – even though the transponders in
the mats are quite literally trampled
underfoot.

.

Eder's logistics center is controlled with the Moby D
RFID system from Siemens.
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